
 

  

Our interactive “All in One” interactive system easily turns a unused floor 

space into an ongoing, interactive, experience of movement, action, fun, 

excitement and our virtual games give captivating surprises.  Each effect can be 

configured, using your own background logos, videos and sounds. 

 It is a combination of all the hardware components and software all in one 

unit. No costly installation required, no separate components, just fix to your 

ceiling, plug into a 240v socket and turn it on! 

Projection size can be varied and for even larger effects, multiple 

projectors can be used using our unique edge blending 

technology for a seamless single interactive image. 

Immersing, truly memorable 

! 

No costly 

installation 



TFT Technology specialises in providing affordable, reliable, 

robust and unique interactive technology solutions to fully 

engage visitors, whether young or old. Our technology uses 

the latest powerful projectors with 3D in-depth sensing 

technology and gesture recognition software for a more 

immersive experience. 

Bring to life any wall, any floor area, walkway or any room 

corner, can now be quickly transformed into a fun, bright and 

engaging environment that reacts in real time. 

MINIMAL COST WITH MINIMAL INSTALLATION

Perfect for 

- Party rooms 

- Waiting areas 

- Walkways 

- Receptions areas 

- Wedding aisles

- Corporate Promotions

-

Immersing, truly memorable 

!

The projection image depends on the height of the 

ceiling to which it is mounted. As a guide, if the distance 

between the projector lamp and the floor is:- 

• 2.9m gives a projection size of 2.4m x 1.8m

• 3.6m gives a projection size of 3.0m x 2.3m

• 4.1m gives a projection size of 3.5m x 2.6m, etc

T: 44 1284 703071  www.tfttechnology.co.uk  sales@tfttechnology.co.uk 

No Ceiling? …no problem, with our Arc system 

All our “All in One” systems can be securely 

mounted to the ARC system that consists of easy 

to assemble, easy to transport, supportive poles 

Simple, 

single unit 

Optional 

Arch 

Benefits of using interactive floor system 

 Instant attraction and involvement

 Multiple visitor interaction

 Create amazing entertainment experience.

 Get strong brand presence.

 Sequential effect option for wider age groups

INTERACTIVE  FLOORS

NOW TOTALLY AFFORDABLE! 

“All in One” Pro 5500 system with 25 effects: 

£4,995 + vat + delivery

Plug & 

Play 

Solutions 


